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ABSOLUTE PREMIUM 
PROTECTION WITH STYLE

Since its establishment in 1987 Wiley X has been a global leader in the 
protective eyewear market supplying military forces and law enforcement 
personnel with top of the line ballistic eyewear. Realizing the need to protect 
your eyes also during leisure and sports, Wiley X is the only premium eyewear 
brand who tests its entire sunglass collection to both ANSI Z87.1-2010 & 
EN.166 safety and optical standards. This is extremely important as hunters 
and shooters can easily encounter a stinging branch, a reed in the eye during 
a duck hunt, a clay fragment on the shooting range or a ricochet. 

Our family owned company believes that continual improvement is not just a 
goal, it is a requirement. Combining premium design with shatterproof lenses 
and durable frames while implementing unique technologies like our patented 
Facial CavityTM Seal has forever been the mission of founder Myles Freeman 
Sr., whose sons have now picked up the torch. 

Hunters and shooters around the world – from the elite professional shooter 
to the everyday hunter have learned to love Wiley X eyewear over the last 3 
decades. The unique features and technical advantages the eyewear bring, 
combined with sleek stylings are a winning combination. Wiley X will continue 
to innovate on the forefront of fashion and function in years to come. 

The idea of Wiley X was born on the battlefield focusing on protecting our men 
and women in service, but the vision has been developed over the years to 
offer Absolute. Premium. Protection. to everyone.
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TECHNOLOGY
Wiley X premium protective eyewear use the world’s most durable and 
lightweight materials: shatterproof SeleniteTM polycarbonate lenses with 
scratch resistant T-ShellTM hardcoat and virtually indestructible TriloidTM 

nylon frames.

Wiley X: the only premium eyewear brand whose entire line is safety rated.
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ANSI HIGH MASS IMPACT TEST 
Wiley X ANSI tested frames and lenses must withstand the weight of a 500 grams 
pointed projectile dropped from a height of 127 cm. This test pretty much ensures that 
they will stand up to anything you will encounter.

EN.166 STANDARDS
EN.166S (SAFETY GLASSES): 
Frame and lens must withstand the impact of a 22 mm steel ball weighing 43 grams dropped 
from 1,3 meters at a speed of 18 km/h. The lens must remain in the frame and should not be 
shattered. The frame must remain intact as well.

EN.166F (SAFETY GLASSES): 
Frame and lens must withstand the impact of a 6 mm steel ball weighing 0,86 gram fired at 162 
km/h. The lens must remain in the frame and should not be shattered. The frame must remain 
intact as well.

ANSI HIGH VELOCITY IMPACT/V0 BALLISTIC TESTS
Frames and lenses must withstand the impact of a 6,35 mm diameter steel ball fired at 164,6 km/h 
(ANSI) or 3,8 mm projectiles fired at 700-720 km/h (spectacle VO Ballistic). This ensures our lenses and 
frames are practically indestructible.

WILEY X TAKES IT ONE STEP FURTHER
At Wiley X we are obsessed with eyewear safety and as a world-leading supplier of Hunting and Shooting 
eyewear we guarantee, that all our products are certified to the highest levels possible. All eyewear styles 
shown in this catalog are tested for both for high-velocity impacts as well as high mass impacts.

In fact, Wiley X is the only company in the World who certifies all its hunting and shooting styles up 
against the hardest eyewear test in the world – the military ballistic test. In order to pass this test, the 
eyewear has to withstand a 3,8 mm fragment fired at 700 km/h at only a distance of 60 cm. (except for 
WX Rebel ACREB07 – page 30)

But we at Wiley X take it one step further. Every year we conduct several shooting tests of our styles. In 
fact we test our eyewear to the maximum and beyond. We shoot at more than 1.000 Wiley X lenses at 
a distance of only 10 meters. Sometimes we shoot the lenses as close as only 5 meters - to make sure 
that we deliver what we preach.

We often invite national as well as the international magazines for a Wiley X test shooting day. Latest 
magazines to participate in a Wiley X lens test were Danish hunting/shooting magazine “Jæger” and 
worldwide distributed magazine Gun Trade World.

WILEY X SHOOTING TEST AT 10 METERS DISTANCE
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PERFORMANCE MARKINGS
All Wiley X styles are ANSI rated and EN.166 certified. We test and mark all of our frames and lenses with the appropriate ANSI and EN.166 markings. 

EN.166 CERTIFICATIONS
EN.166(S) – Spectacles with increased robustness certification
EN.166(F) – Spectacles with low energy impact certification

ANSI STANDARDS
WX Z87-1 – The frame and temples  passes the ANSI high velocity and high impact standards.

WX Z87-2 – The frame and temples passes the ANSI high velocity and high impact standards, and it can 
be fitted with prescription lenses.

ANSI STANDARD MARKINGS
WX Precedes all ANSI rating marks. Wiley X is the manufacturer.
Z87  The frame and temples passes the ANSI high velocity and 

high impact test.
-2  The frame can be fitted with a prescription lens, which is the 

case with almost all Wiley X glasses.
+  The frame and temples passes the ANSI high velocity and 

high impact test (2010 standard).
+  The lens meets or exceeds the ANSI High Velocity Impact 

standard.
S The lens is a filter or shaded lens (not clear).
V The lens is variable-tint photochromic (light adjusting).

PRESCRIPTION LENSES
As our professional prescription lens partner, we have chosen Shamir, 
whose AttitudeTM lenses are specifically developed for our 8-base curve 
Wiley X frames. The result is individually customized lenses that offer 
crystal clear vision in any given situation, while providing the same 
crucial protection as the non-prescription lenses developed by Wiley X.

The RX program enables simple ordering and delivery of single vision and 
progressive corrective lenses through your nearest optician. 

THE SECRET BEHIND
The picture is showing a Saber Advanced lens, which has been shot from only 10 meters distance using 
a 12 gauge shotgun with Modified Choke and shooting with steel shot size #7. As the picture shows, the 
lens was hit by multiple pellets – no cracks or penetration on the back of the lens leaving the eyes intact 
and protected.

FILTER 8™ POLARIZATION
Glare off the water and other light colored surfaces can diminish vision at critical moments and cause 
eye fatigue

 Two SlickTM hydrophobic coatings

 Two SeleniteTM polycarbonate lenses

 Two T-ShellTM scratch-resistant layers

 One Violet 4TM anti-reflective coating

  Filter 8™ polarized film layer that creates 100% polarization 
with 100% UV protection

Wiley X Filter 8TM polarized lenses prevent eye fatigue and diminished vision, which can have critical 
effects. The Wiley X polarized lenses are better at filtering the light, which ensures unequal clarity and 
contrast. It is innovative technologies like these that make Wiley X the obvious choice during all water 
activities, as well as driving.

IMPACT SPEED
950-960 KM/H
STANAG V-50
SPEAR DUAL

700-720 KM/H
MIL-PRF-32432(GL)
SPECTACLE 
STANDARD

594-612 KM/H
MIL-PRF-32432(GL) 
GOGGLE 
STANDARD

432 KM/H
EN.166B 
STANDARD

164,6 KM/H ANSI STANDARD

162 KM/H EN.166F STANDARD

18 KM/H EN.166S STANDARD

905-910 KM/H
STANAG V-50
SABER 
ADVANCED
SPECTACLE

POLYCARBONATE LENSES
To meet the stringent worldwide safety eyewear standards, Wiley X uses the lens material called poly-
carbonate. The flexibility and strength of polycarbonate enables it to stop the impact from a 12 gauge 
shotgun or fragments from an IED (Improvised Explosive Device). Wiley X applies anti-scratch coatings 
on all lenses to increase the lifetime and maintain a top of the line product.

WITHOUT
FILTER 8TM POLARIZED LENSES 

WITH
FILTER 8TM POLARIZED LENSES
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SMART EDGE LENS TECHNOLOGY
Our SEL (Smart Edge Lens) technology lenses are de-centered and tapered to ensure they can meet ANSI & EN.166 optical clarity standards. They also block 100% of the sun’s harmful UVA and UVB rays according to 
EN.170:2002.

WX LENSES ORDINARY LENSES

RESOLVING POWER (CLARITY)
Ordinary lenses can distort objects viewed from a distance. As mea-
sured in tests utilizing the NBS Pattern 20, Wiley X lenses provide 
a clear view.

WX LENSES ORDINARY LENSES

REFRACTIVE POWER
Inferior lenses can alter the true size of objects, as if looking through 
another person’s prescription lenses. Wiley X rated lenses maintain 
true relative object size.

WX LENSES ORDINARY LENSES

PRISMATIC POWER
It is common for ordinary lenses to bend light, causing focal objects 
to appear off center. Wiley X rated lenses provide a true spatial rela-
tionship of objects in the field of view. 

WILEY X FRAME & LENS DESIGNS 
Wiley X ultra protective eyewear uses the world’s most durable and lightweight materials: shatterproof Selenite™ polycarbonate lenses with scratch resistant T-Shell™ Hardcoat and virtually indestructible Triloid™ nylon 
frames. Wiley X is the only premium eyewear manufacturer whose entire line is safety rated.

POLYCARBONATE LENSES
Shatterproof SeleniteTM

HARD COATING
Scratch resistant lenses

FULL PRESCRIPTION
With PTX insert

INJECTED RUBBER 
Anti-slip fit (available on selected models)

TRILOIDTM NYLON FRAMES 
Virtually unbreakable

ANTI-REFLECTIVE COATING
(available on polarized lenses)

CHANGEABLE SYSTEM
Switch between lenses

HALF FRAME DESIGN

U-SHAPE
Fits like a glove

CROSS EYE DOMINATION 
Further information page 29

PROTECTION 
100% UV blockage

ULTRA FOAMTM 

Only available on Saber Advanced

HYDROPHOBIC COATING
(available on polarized lenses)

ANTI FOG COATING
(available on selected models)

COMM TEMPLES
(available on selected models)

360ONOSE PIECE
Fully adjustable
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BJARNE LYNGSØ / Hunter

KRYPTEK® TYPHONTM

Darkness is the ally of the predator that prowls at night. Kryptek® TyphonTM serves those who operate 
when and where others will not venture.

REALTREE XTRA® CAMO
The Xtra in Realtree Xtra® stands for extra effectiveness in the field. This new camo pattern blends per-
fectly year round in a variety of habitats. It blends best from the leaf change of fall through winter, then 
again in early spring before green-out.

CAMO & OUTDOOR PATTERNS 
Realtree® is the creator and marketer of the world’s most versatile camo patterns. No matter where you hunt or enjoy the outdoors, there is no better way to blend in with your surround-
ings than by wearing Realtree Xtra® Camo.

Kryptek® provides combat proven features and designs in ultra-high-performance technical and tactical outdoor adventure apparel. Kryptek® products are continuously tested and 
proven in austere combat environments and extreme hunting conditions. Constant improvement and feedback is implemented into future designs with the end-goal of providing prod-
ucts to outdoor adventurers who demand the utmost in quality and overall performance in their gear.
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WILEY X PRESCRIPTION INSERT
Why choose an eyewear model with a prescription (RX) insert instead of having the prescription in the 
outer lens?

If you need prescription lenses, choosing a Wiley X model with an RX insert provides you with the follow-
ing advantages compared to models where the prescription lenses are built directly into the frame (full 
frame design).

• Easy and cheaper to replace an outer lens which has no prescription
• Up to 5 different front lens color options – allowing you to adjust to any given light condition
• Everyone can use the eyewear without the insert
• Still certified as safety eyewear
• Inserts match different models (see below)

The PTX insert can be used in the following models: 
Saber Advanced, WX Vapor, WX Rogue & WX Rogue Comm.

360O NOSE PIECE
A wire core makes this nose piece fully adjustable. Specially developed rubber on top of the wire core 
guarantees a superior grip during almost any activity. The rubber is also very robust and so comfortable 
that the glasses can be worn all day without any discomfort. 

• Prepared to hold the Wiley X PTX prescription insert
• Adjustable to all nose shapes and sizes
•  Specially developed rubber coating for superior grip and high comfort

ICON DESCRIPTIONS
HIGH VELOCITY PROTECTION RATED

Meets and exceeds ANSI Z87.1 high 
velocity impact safety and optical 
standards.

EN.166S CERTIFIED

Frame and lens must withstand the 
impact of a 22 mm steel ball weighing 
43 grams dropped from 1,3 meters at 
a speed of 18 km/h. The lens must 
remain in the frame and should not 
be shattered. The frame must remain 
intact as well.

EN.166F CERTIFIED

Frame and lens must withstand the 
impact of a 6 mm steel ball weighing 
0,86 gram fired at 162 km/h. The lens 
must remain in the frame and should 
not be shattered. The frame must 
remain intact as well.

BALLISTIC TESTED

Meets or exceeds MIL-PRF-32432 (GL) 
ballistic standards for spectacles. 
Frame and lens must withstand a 3,8 
mm projectiles fired at 700-720 km/h 
at only 60 cm distance. This ensures 
our lenses and frames are practically 
indestructible.

PRESCRIPTION READY

Wiley X frames can be fitted with a 
prescription safety lens that meets the 
safety requirements.

FILTER 8TM POLARIZATION

Our proprietary polarized lens techno- 
logy adds 100% polarization to 100% 
ultra violet protection for unequalled 
clarity and contrast.

HARD COATING

Scratch resistant coating protects 
against damage and extends the life of 
the lens.

ANTI-REFLECTIVE COATING

Anti-reflective coating eliminates dis-
tracting reflections of the lens surfaces

ANTI-FOG COATING

Anti-fog coating prevents misting on 
the lens in high humidity and tempe- 
rature differences.

HYDROPHOBIC COATING

Hydrophobic (hydro = water, pho-
bic  = fear) water repellent coating. Lets 
the water slide off instead of sticking to 
the lens.

LENS OPTIONS
SMOKE GREY LENSES

Maximum glare reduction. Won’t 
distort colors. Excellent in bright/
glare conditions. Light transmission:  
Light transmission: 14% - 20% de-
pending on frame. 12%-14% polarized 
depending on frame.

CLEAR LENSES

Maximum light transmission. See 
precise color values. Hazy or overcast, 
dusk/dawn conditions.Light transmissi 
Light transmission: 89%.

LIGHT RUST LENSES

Filters out most blue light waves, the 
chief component of glare and haze. 
Enhance contrast in medium to low 
light conditions. ght tmission 60% 
Light transmission 60%

PALE YELLOW LENSES

Best light enhancing lens tint. 
Enhances contrast in low to extremely 
low light conditions, haze, etc.  
Light transmission: 86%.

VERMILLION LENSES

Best for medium to low light conditions. 
Sharpens contrast and brightens 
targets.Light transmission: 50%. 
Light transmission: 50%.

SMOKE GREEN LENSES

Maximum glare reduction without 
distorting colors. Great for general 
daytime use. Light trans13% polarized. 
Light transmission: 13% polarized.

CRIMSON MIRROR SMOKE GREY LENSES

Excellent for constant sun or very bright 
conditions. Reduces glare and improves 
contrast. Light transmissi5% polarized. 
Light transmission 15% polarized.

BLUE MIRROR GREEN LENSES

Multi-coat, high contrast green lenses. 
Absorb reflections across mirror 
surface, diminish glare. Ideal in bright 
conditions. Light transmission: 1arized. 
Light transmission: 12% polarized.
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ALLAN BAK / Hunter

HUNTING & 
SHOOTING

Hunting or shooting – every person should wear safety eyewear. This 
collection will sharpen your vision and provide protection from misfires, 
tree branches, stray bullets, or clay particles, while enhancing your overall 
performance.

Styles are available in different lens variations of one, two and three 
lens packages combining ballistic protection and optical perfection with 
versatile and adjustable frames. Most Wiley X hunting and shooting styles 
have a rubberized nose bridge adjustable to any nose size and shape. Dock 
and lock the T-Peg™ elastic strap to the temples and stop worrying about 
losing your eye protection no matter the terrain.

Wiley X provides an unparalleled level of vision protection, optical 
performance and versatility.
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CHANGEABLE 
EYEWEAR

With a wide range of available configurations and the option to purchase additional 
lenses, the Changeable Eyewear can easily adapt to a wide variety of tasks and 
light conditions. These lenses are designed to be easily removed and replaced in 
the field and for the ability to quickly adjust to any light conditions in any given 
shooting situation. A good snug fit is essential and so is the proper lens tint based 
on the type of shooting beeing performed.

In low light conditions, such as early morning or overcast days, either a clear lens 
or a yellow contrast enhancing lens is recommended. A yellow contrast enhancing 
lens will absorb blue light, which appears during overcast days. This will help make 
objects against this color background appear brighter to help you better distinguish 
the target. For hunting and clay shooting the most popular tint is a light rust. This 
tint is used under bright light conditions enhancing contrast and lowering the 
amount of light reaching your eye to enhance target recognition. Vermillion lenses 
sharpen contrast and brighten targets. Smoke grey lens is excellent in bright/glare 
conditions.

MICHAEL BECH "HUNT MY PASSION" / Wiley X ambassador ALLAN BAK AND CLAUS LANGE MØLLER / Hunters
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COMM TEMPLE SYSTEM 
The new very thin Comm Temples offer the user of shooting earmuffs and other ear 
mounted communication devices a comfortable fit. Almost not noticeable, it will keep 
you focused during a long day at the shooting range or during the hunt. The thin design 
prevents irritation at any time. Available on all WX Rogue Comm models.

Comm TemplesRegular TemplesBJARNE LYNGSØ // Hunter

2801 / Smoke Grey + Clear lenses / 
Matte Black frame

2802 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light 
Rust lenses / Matte Black frame

INCLUDED / 28E / 
T-peg elastic strap

INCLUDED / PTNP / 
Nose piece

EXTRA / PTX / 44  25 
RX Insert

FITS HEAD SIZES
SMALL TO 2X-LARGE BASE 7 120WX ROGUE

2852 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light 
Rust lenses / Matte Black frame

2862 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light 
Rust lenses / Matte Tan499 frame

INCLUDED / PTNPT – Tan499 / 
PTNP – Black / Nose piece

EXTRA / PTX / 44  25 
RX Insert

FITS HEAD SIZES
SMALL TO 2X-LARGE BASE 7 120WX ROGUE COMM

Regular Temples Comm Temples
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ALLAN BAK / Hunter

FITS HEAD SIZES
MEDIUM TO 2X-LARGE BASE 7 120

300 / Pale Yellow lens / Matte Black 
frame

301 / Light Rust lens / Matte Black frame 302 / Smoke Grey lens / Matte Black 
frame

303 / Clear lens / Matte Black frame 304 / Vermillion lens / Matte Black frame 305 / Smoke Grey + Pale Yellow lenses / 
Matte Black frame

306 / Smoke Grey + Light Rust lenses / 
Matte Black frame

308 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light Rust 
lenses / Matte Black frame

309 / Smoke Grey + Light Rust + 
Vermillion lenses / Matte Black frame

INCLUDED / 306E /  
Elastic head strap

INCLUDED / 306NP / 
Nose piece

EXTRA / PTX / 44  25 
RX Insert

SABER ADVANCED

ELASTIC HEAD STRAP INCLUDED
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3501 / Smoke Grey + Clear lenses / 
Matte Black frame

3502 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light 
Rust lenses / Matte Black frame

3511 / Smoke Grey + Clear lenses / 
Matte Tan499 frame

3512 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light Rust 
lenses / Matte Tan499 frame

INCLUDED / 35NPA / 
Nose piece

EXTRA / PTX / 44  25
RX insert

WX VAPOR FITS HEAD SIZES
SMALL TO 2X-LARGE BASE 7 135

ALBERTO RIZZINI / Wiley X Elite Shooting Team
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BRYNJAR THOR HREGGVIDSSON
HUNTING GUIDE AT BG-HUNT, ICELAND
I have been shooting for as long as I can remember. As I grew my left eye started to be my 
dominant eye. It would be nice being left handed but I’m not! Over the years I have practiced 
a technique to close my left eye the moment I fire my shotgun at prey or clays, however this 
has its limitations. 

I tried Wiley X shooting glasses and I could immediately notice the effect! First my percep-
tion on the environment was blurred but after a minute this changed. I could feel how my 
right eye was taking over, suddenly everything was clear again. The longer I wore my Wiley 
X glasses the more dominant my right eye became. I went shooting the day after I got my 
glasses, although my vision on my barrel didn’t change so much I was more focused and with 
immediate effect it was easier to aim and shoot. Wearing these glasses gave me more confi-
dence and I was more accurate, the purpose was achieved. I have now started to wear them 
on a more regular basis and I can feel that they sure help my cross-eyed dilemma. 

These I will always wear when I go out hunting but you have to train up the weaker eye and 
that will take more time; therefore I’m using them more frequently. I am 100 per cent sure 
that the glasses help me when hunting, not mention the safety and protection for my eyes 
that these glasses give me. I had never paid any attention to the risk I’m putting to my eyes 
while hunting. There is a great risk of damaging my hearing and my eyes. That is something 
I don’t want to take a risk at any more. 

I recommend to other hunters to always use earplugs or headset while hunting as well as 
using Wiley X shooting glasses.

WILEY X CURES CROSS EYE DOMINATION
When shouldering the gun to your right shoulder and aiming with your left eye 
being your master eye, this is cross eye domination. It is the same story if you 
shoulder the gun to your left shoulder and aim using your right eye as your master 
eye. When doing so the line of the gun and the line of the sight are not in line (see 
the illustration), and as you are not looking straight down the barrel you will often 
miss your target. This problem has often been solved either by closing the dom-
inant eye, using a piece of cardboard covering the dominant eye, or even using a 
pair of glasses blinding the dominant eye with tape or a marker. 

These solutions have serious disadvantages:
• You will not be able to evaluate distances with only one eye
• No eye protection
• Not 100 % field of view

Cross eye domination can in most cases be “cured” by using Wiley X protective 
eyewear. Wiley X Ballistic, ANSI rated and EN.166 certified lenses provide a true 
spatial relationship of objects in the field of view. By mounting a smoke grey 
colored lens in front of the dominant eye and a light rust colored lens (contrast 
enhancement color) in front of the other eye, the domination will in most cases 
change to the other eye and thereby solve the cross eye problem. 

This provides the following advantages:
• No cross eye domination problem
• 100 % eye protection
• 100 % distance evaluation
• 100 % field of view
• RX ready (prescription) 

The human brain can’t adopt the two different colors and therefore the two colors 
(smoke grey and light rust) will become one.

White line indicating line of gun. Orange line indicating line of sight.  
As the two lines are not parallel the shooter will NOT hit what he is aiming at.
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ACREB07 / Polarized Smoke Green lens / 
Realtree Xtra® Camo frame

WX REBEL FITS HEAD SIZES
MEDIUM TO LARGE BASE 8 65 18 124

4004 / Smoke Grey + Clear lenses / 
Matte Black frame

4006 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light 
Rust lenses / Matte Black frame

EXTRA / 4006E / 
Elastic Temple Tips Strap

EXTRA / 4006NPS / 
Nose pads

FITS HEAD SIZES
MEDIUM TO LARGE BASE 8 77 12 120GUARD ADVANCED

CHSAI04 / Polarized Smoke Green lens / 
Gloss Black frame

CHSAI06 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light 
Rust lenses / Matte Black frame

CHSAI07 / Smoke Grey + Clear lenses / 
Matte Black frame

CHSAI09 / Polarized Blue Mirror Green 
lens / Gloss White frame

CHSAI11 / Clear lens / Gloss White 
frame

WX SAINT FITS HEAD SIZES
SMALL TO MEDIUM BASE 8 68 16 114
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CHVAL01 / Smoke Grey lens / Black 
Ops – Matte Black frame

CHVAL03 / Smoke Grey lens / Realtree 
Xtra® Camo frame

CHVAL05 / Polarized Crimson Mirror 
Smoke Grey lens / Black 2 Tone frame

CHVAL06 / Smoke Grey + Clear + Light 
Rust lenses / Matte Black frame

CHVAL07 / Smoke Grey + Clear lenses / 
Matte Black frame

CHVAL08 / Polarized Smoke Grey lens / 
Black Ops – Matte Black frame

CHVAL11 / Clear lens / Black 2 Tone 
frame

CHVAL12 / Polarized Smoke Grey lens / 
Kryptek® TyphonTM frame

FITS HEAD SIZES
SMALL TO LARGE BASE 8 70 18 120WX VALOR
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APPAREL & 
ACCESSORIES

The Wiley X apparel and accessories collection gives you the chance 
to gear up with additional eyewear cases, straps and other accessories 
including clothing – so when you just can’t get enough or you lose an 
item, Wiley X has got your back.
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ESTABLISHED  
IN 1987

The Wiley X 87 EST. apparel collection is characterized by high quality fabrics, 
snug fitting and modern design. Like the eyewear of Wiley X, the apparel collection 
stands out, no matter what activity you challenge.

WX PREMIUM TECH JACKET
REGULAR

J610. / Charcoal with Flash Green / 100% Polyester / 190 g. 

The Wiley X Tech Jacket is made from lightweight and wind-resistant shell. The design offers exceptional mobility, and the two -way 
adjustable hood allows perfect fitting. Three-layer ID® Tech quality with a knitted surface providing a soft stretch quality. YKK Zipper puller 
in easy-grip rubber. WX signature flash green contrast trimmings. The look is finished with recognizable tone-in-tone prints referring to 
the Wiley X year of establishment (87 EST.), and the Company’s foundation stone: Absolute. Premium. Protection.

J610.ME / Medium J610.2X / XX-Large
J610.LA / Large J610.3X / XXX-Large
J610.XL / X-Large
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WX ACTIVE T-SHIRT
REGULAR

J210. / Charcoal  with Flash Green / 100% Dri-fit Polyester / 135 g. Interlock 

The Wiley X active t-shirt is cut from lightweight poly-jersey that wicks moisture away from the surface of the skin, keeping you dry 
and comfortable. This design offers exceptional mobility whether you’re going hiking or doing high-intensity cardio. The look is finished 
with recognizable tone-in-tone prints referring to the Wiley X year of establishment (87 EST.), and the Company’s foundation stone: 
Absolute. Premium. Protection.

J210.SM / Small J210.XL / X-Large
J210.ME / Medium J210.2X / XX-Large
J210.LA / Large J210.3X / XXX-Large
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WX ACTIVE T-SHIRT
FITTED

J710. / Charcoal with Flash Green / 100% Dri-fit Polyester / 135 g. Interlock 

The Wiley X Women active t-shirt is cut from lightweight poly-jersey that wicks 
moisture away from the surface of the skin, keeping you dry and comfortable. 
This design offers exceptional mobility whether you’re going hiking or doing 
high-intensity cardio.

J710.ME / Medium J710.XL / X-Large
J710.LA / Large J710.2X / XX-Large

WX PREMIUM HOODIE
REGULAR

J510. / Charcoal with Flash Green / 70% Cotton, 30% Polyester / 300 g. 

Zip-up hoodie made in a soft cotton and polyester blend jersey. It’s backed in plush fleece for added warmth, and trimmed with the 
WX signature flash green color, mainly visible in the flatlock stitching. YKK Zipper puller in easy-grip rubber. The look is finished with 
recognizable tone-in-tone prints referring to the Wiley X year of establishment (87 EST.), and the Company’s foundation stone: Absolute. 
Premium. Protection.

J510.ME /Medium J510.2X / XX-Large
J510.LA / Large J510.3X / XXX-Large
J510.XL / X-Large
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WX PREMIUM T-SHIRT
REGULAR

J220. / Charcoal with Flash Green / 100% Cotton / 175 g. 

The Wiley X t-shirt is cut from soft cotton-jersey in a comfortable, relaxed shape. The Wiley X significant flash green color on both sleeves 
and ribbed crew neck gives explicit contrast to the grey color. The look is finished with recognizable tone-in-tone prints referring to the 
Wiley X year of establishment (87 EST.), and the Company’s foundation stone: Absolute. Premium. Protection.

J220.SM /Small J220.XL / X-Large
J220.ME /Medium J220.2X / XX-Large
J220.LA / Large J220.3X / XXX-Large

WX PREMIUM POLO REGULAR

J653. / Charcoal with Flash Green / 100% Cotton / 190 g. 

The Wiley X Polo shirt combines a casual look with an athletic appeal. This Polo 
shirt is made from breathable cotton-piqué and is finished with recognizable 
tone-in-tone prints referring to the Wiley X year of establishment (87 EST.), and 
the Company’s foundation stone: Absolute. Premium. Protection.

J653.SM /Small J653.XL / X-Large
J653.ME /Medium J653.2X / XX-Large
J653.LA / Large J653.3X / XXX-Large
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STRAPS & CORDS

A492 / Leash cord A494 / WX floating leash cord SG-1TE / Beaded tactical strap

306E / SABER ADVANCED / Elastic strap 4006E / GUARD ADVANCED / 
Temple tip strap

28E / WX ROGUE / T-Peg elastic strap

DN300 / Black & grey zippered case DN390H / Black carbon look zippered 
case

DN380F / Black & grey zippered case, 
female

DN600 / Black zippered case, 3 lens 
system

TS-235N / Black zippered case with 
lens sleeves

TP-100C / Coyote – Tactical eyewear 
pouch

STORAGE CASESWX KEYHANGER

YF2050 / Key hanger – Young Force® EQ053 / Key hanger – Grey EQ052 / Key hanger – Orange

J960.ME / J960.XL / WX 87 EST. Stretch Fit Cap / 
Charcoal with Flash Green / 100% Polyester/

J903 / Realtree Xtra® Camo cap / 60 % Cotton, 
40% Polyester / onesize

J920 / Charcoal storm beanie /
100 % Acryllic / onesize

J540KH / WX Kryptek® Highlander® Cap /  
Kryptek® Highlander® camouflage / 
Cotton twill & nylon mesh // NEW

J540KT / WX Kryptek® Typhon� Cap / 
Kryptek® Typhon� camouflage /  
Cotton twill & nylon mesh // NEW

WX HEADGEAR // NEW

// 4544 //
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